Our **787-9 Dreamliner in-flight experience**

**787-9 Dreamliner**

Our Boeing 787-9 is full of special features.

- Our 787-9 uses 20% less fuel than similar aircraft, so you can travel with peace of mind.
- With windows 20% bigger than the 767/777, the cabin is immersed in natural light and surrounded by incredible views of the continents, sunsets and oceans below.
- The air on board is cleaner and healthier, thanks to our closed air filtration system and you’ll step off the plane feeling refreshed.
- We’ve lowered the altitude and increased the humidity of the cabin to create the ideal fresh-air atmosphere. You’ll arrive at your destination with a bounce in your step, ready to take on the world.

**Business Premier**

Relax in comfort while you enjoy the special features of our Business Premier seat.

- Designated Premium check-in services at the airport and priority boarding.
- Access to our exclusive Air New Zealand International Lounge.
- A fully comfortable, fully flat bed (88" bed length).
- Best-in-flight dining, offering innovative menus with our wide selection of premium New Zealand wines.
- Individual 11" HD capacitive touch screen, premium headphones, in-seat power and USB.
- Generous checked-in baggage allowance (up to 2 pieces at 20kg per piece).

**Premium Economy**

Stretch out and enjoy the extra space, recline and legroom.

- Best Premium Economy Class in the World 2018 TripAdvisor Travellers’ Choice Awards.
- Customised luxury leather seat that includes leg rest and extendable foot support.
- Entertainment facilities, including an 11" HD touch screen, premium headphones, in-seat power and USB.
- Delicious in-flight, chef-designed menu matched with New Zealand wines.
- Generous checked-in baggage allowance (up to 2 pieces at 20kg per piece).

**Economy**

The ergonomic design creates generous personal space ensuring a relaxed journey.

- The airline seatback enhances the feeling of space and the foldable headrest provides greater levels of comfort.
- Individual personal screen with shared in-seat power and a USB connection.
- One piece of checked-in bag at 22kg.

**Economy Skycouch™**

The freedom to choose how you fly.

- Our unique and innovative kid-designed Skycouch seats is a row of three seats that easily converts into a flat surface for rest, relaxation and play, giving families and couples unprecedented flexibility and comfort when flying Economy.
- Each seat has a leg rest independently adjustable to two positions - 60 and 90 degrees.
- One piece of checked-in bag at 22kg.

**Our Alliance**

Together we bring New Zealand closer to you.

- Our alliance with Singapore Airlines provides access to up to 54 flights a day between Singapore and New Zealand, seven days a week.
- Up to four non-stop flights a day depart Singapore to New Zealand (Auckland and Christchurch), four times a week to Wellington and connecting to over 20 domestic destinations within New Zealand.
- Members of Air New Zealand’s Airpoints™ and Singapore Airlines’ KrisFlyer programmes can earn and redeem Airpoints and KrisFlyer Miles on both Air New Zealand and Singapore Airlines flights between Singapore and New Zealand.